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INTRODUCTION 
An arbitrary bounded linear operator t on L,(X) into a Banach space B is 
Riesz representable (i.e., representable by a function g in L,,(X, B) via 
t(f) = Ifg &) if and only if B has the Radon-Nikodym property. This 
limitation on Riesz representability began to emerge from the fundamental 
work of N. Dunford, B. J. Pettis and others about 40 years ago. Since then, 
ramifications of the Radon-Nikodym property have been vigourously 
pursued while special properties of operators t which render them Riesz 
representable for any B have likewise been studied to good effect. However, 
despite the wealth of theory thus accumulated, some rather basic operators 
still lack Riesz-like representation, notably some operators L ,(X) + L ,(X), 
where X is a non-atomic measure space; the identity operator on such L,(X) 
is a simple example. In the survey of Diestel and Uhl [ 1] (where these 
matters are studied in depth) only one generally applicable representation for 
operators L,(X) --) B is mentioned-and quickly dismissed as nothing but a 
mere formality. It has no depth and does not contain the Riesz represen- 
tation as a special case (see [ 1, p. 84)). 
Our main purpose in this paper is to show that a given finite measure 
space X induces a natural isomorphism 
[L,(X,A), B] ” [A, M(X B)] 
of operator spaces in the category of Banach spaces. This isomorphism 
provides an isometric linear representation of arbitrary t: L,(X, A) + B 
applicable to arbitrary Banach spaces A and B. It properly generalizes the 
Riesz representation mentioned above, reducing to it precisely when B has 
the Radon-Nikodym property and A is the scalar field. The representation 
space M(X, B) that we construct is a Banach space of martingales, believed 
to be new. It is equivalent to L,(X, B) if and only if B has the Radon- 
Nikodym property. 
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We emphasize the categorical nature of the representation theorem in both 
formulation and proof. The formulation includes the powerful statement that 
L,(X,-) is a .9 ~PZ -enriched left adjoint functor. The proof uses mainly 
categorical techniques and thus differs substantially from known proofs of 
the classical theorem generalized. 
As might be expected, a strengthened Radon-Nikodym theorem can be 
deduced in the standard way from the strengthened representation theorem. 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE REPRESENTATION 
.&XV will denote the category of all Banach spaces over the scalar field K 
(real or complex) whose morphisms are all linear maps A to B that carry the 
unit ball of A into that of B. The space [A, B], however, consists of all 
bounded linear operators A --+ B; [-, -1 provides the internal horn functor for 
the closed symmetric monoidal structure (31 of S’~PZ . The symbol = 
denotes an isomorphism in 9a~ , natural in all variables. 
The finite measure space X, more precisely (X, 9, ,u), will remain fixed 
throughout. L,(X, A) and L,(X, A) denote the usual Banach spaces of 
equivalence classes of measurable functions X-r A which are respectively 
Bochner integrable and essentially bounded [ 1, 21. Characteristic functions 
are denoted by x with appropriate subscripts. For any set 9, f ,(<S, A) and 
t,(.P, A) denote the Banach spaces of all functions f: .3 + A such that 
respectively CPE,* 1 f(P)1 < CO and supPE Y 1 f(P)1 < co. For general 
categorical background see [ 51. 
To prepare for the main result we establish four auxiliary facts, each of 
independent interest. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose .W~dbx is a small category, F: JBdex x 
.?i!fmz -+.5?m * and G: .S,dem x .SMZ + 9~ are functors with 
[F(J, A), B] ‘v [A. G(J, B)]. Then there is a canonical natural isomorphism 
[Lim F(-,A), B] N [A, Lim G(-, B)]. 
ProoJ The right adjoint functor [-, B]: San * -+ Z&n carries a limit in 
.947222 * to a limit in .9an while [A, -1: 9m --t .9&n likewise preserves 
limits. In view of these facts the result follows routinely. 1 
The above lemma remains valid for any (co)complete closed symmetric 
monoidal category in the role of Cwa~ . 
Lemma 1 (and indeed this whole paper) stems from our recent study [6] 
of generalized (,-spaces in the category of complete bornological vector 
spaces. It was noted there that the basic natural isomorphism 
[E,[S,A),Bl ‘v [A~,(S,B)I extends in categorical fashion to inductive 
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limits of the spaces e,(S, A). The question raised in [6] of whether 
corresponding results for L, in the role of L, can also be derived 
categorically turns out, as we shall see, to have an afftrmative answer largely 
because of the possible extension just mentioned: L,-spaces are inductive 
limits in ,%a~ of [,-spaces. We show this in the lemma to follow while 
setting up the functor F needed in terms of Lemma 1. Our prc;edure after 
that is now predictable: we must construct a functor G to match F and to 
obtain thereby the space Lim G(-, B) guaranteed to be a representation 
space. All that then remains is to find a more tangible isomorph of 
Lim G(-, B); this forces the discovery of M(X, B). 
A tessekztion (more precisely ,Y’-tesselation) will mean a countable 
pairwise disjoint family 9 of measurable sets with p(P) > 0 (P E 9) and 
,&Y\UP,,.P) = 0. The set of tessellations is directed by the refinement 
relation Ir,Y”, which means each Q in 2 is contained in some rQ in .P. 
Thus Yr.9 holds if and only if there exists a unique function r: 2 + .P such 
that Q c rQ (Q E 2). Let F-84 denote the small category whose objects are 
the tessellations and whose morphisms are the functions r: .1’+. Y. The 
functor F: Cd x ,%?a* + .??a# * is defined on objects by F(.Y”, A) = 
t,(.P, A) and for given morphisms r: 2 -t .Y and h: A --) B we define 
F(r, A ): FC.9, A) -+ F(i, A) by F(r, A)(f)(Q) = f@-Q) * ,dQ)/drQh 
F(.P, h): F(.Y, A) + F(.Y, B) by F(.Y, h)(f) = h o J 
Thus F(.Y, -) = ZI(.F, -) but F(--, A) agrees with f,(-, A) only on objects. 
LEMMA 2. LimF(--,A)-L,(X,A) in .?#a~ *. In other words, L,(X, A) 
is the inductive limit in .9aaa of the inductive svstem of spaces (,(. P. A ) 
where .P runs through all tessellations. 
Proof. Define for each tessellation .Y the morphism 
j,,:F(<Y’,A)+L,(X,A)byj.(f)= \’ PEG XP . f(P)/AP). 
Then j, = j, o F(r, A) whenever 9r.Y. Suppose we have another family of 
morphisms g,, : F(,P, A) + B with g,9 = g, o F(r, A). Then, because of the 
latter condition, it is in order to define t(j9(f)) = g,,(f) for all fin F(,P. A). 
By closed linear extension we obtain a morphism t: L,(X, A) + B such that 
t o j, = g,, (,P E ~5-8~ ). Moreover t is clearly unique with respect to this 
equation. Thus the required universal property for an inductive limit 
holds. m 
Let M(X, B), more precisely M(X, .Y’,p; B). be the set of all nets m: 
F&b + L,(X, B) such that 
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WI) lml := suPPe.PEF& 1, I%4 MM) < 00; 
VW I, m.P 4 = I, m, dp whenever P E 9, .9r.P; 
(M3) m,, is a,?“-measurable, 
where 09 denotes the u-algebra generated by 9. Thus M(X, B) consists of 
martingales formed with respect to the increasing net cry”. Vector space 
operations in M(X, B) are defined in the pointwise manner: (sm + m’) f = 
sm,p + m,$. The expression (Ml) defines a norm for this space. One proves 
completeness by standard techniques, starting form the completeness of each 
L ,(P, B) and using the argument encountered in the completeness proof of 
L,. Thus M(X, B) is a Banach space. 
The functor G: (ire6 x 9an -+ 9a;a is defined on objects by G(9, B) = 
t,(.P, B) and for given morphisms r: 2 -+ C8, h: A + B we define 
W, B): W, B) + G(.y, B) by G(r, B)(g)(P) = x g(Q) - PU(QMW’)~ 
QcP 
G(.Y, h): G(.P, A) + G(9, B) by G(.P, h)(g) = h 0 g. 
Thus G(.P, -)=f,(9, -) but G(-, B) agrees with e,(-, B) only on 
objects. 
LEMMA 3. Lim G(-, B) 2: M(X, B). In other words, M(X, B) is the limit 
in 3an of the projective system of spaces L,(9, B) where 9 runs through 
all tessellations. 
ProoJ Define h,,: M(X, B) + G(.P, B) by putting 
h Am)(P) = 1 m.9 WN’) for all tessellations 9. 
P 
Then h,, is a morphism such that G(r, B) o h9 = h,? whenever YrY’. Suppose 
we have another family of morphisms g,, : A -+ G(.F, B) with 
G(r, B) o gz = g,y. Then we can define t: A + M(X, B) by putting t(a),?= 
Cpe,9xP . g&a)(P) (a E A) thus obtaining h,P o t = g,, for all 9 in Keb . If 
J”, rn,? dp = I, m.‘p dp for all measurable sets S, then m Y= ml,. It follows 
that the morphisms h-, form a point separating family when .P varies, hence 
that t is unique with respect to the above equation. Thus the required univer- 
sality for a projective limit is established. fl 
LEMMA 4. The function 9: [t’,(S,A), B] + [A, t,(S, B)] defined by 
#(h)(a)(s) = h(axS) underlies an isomorphism in Sa*t , natural in all three 
variables. 
Lemma 4 can be viewed in broader perspective. In any category L@’ which 
is autonomously algebraic over a closed base category 7 one has the 
fundamental natural isomorphism 
[VOA,B ‘1 = [A, [v; B]], (da) 
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Since t,(S, A) is the coproduct and (,(S, A) the product of S copies of A, 
Lemma 4 follows at once from Lemma 1, where F(s, A) = G(s, A) = A. 
where [-, -1 is the internal horn functor of XJ’ and where V 0 A and [ V; A ] 
are respectively the tensor and cotensor product of V in 7. with A in .d 
[6, Theorem 3.11. On specializing ,d to be the category .S 7‘ ‘P of 
complete bornological vector spaces and 7’. = [B (bornological sets), (4a) 
becomes the isomorphism 4 of Lemma 4, interpreted however in the 
generalized setting of 9~7 ICC @Y [6] (the spaces V 0 A = t,( V, A) and 
[V; B] = &,( V, B) need no longer be Banach spaces here). However, if A and 
B are further restricted to be Banach spaces and V to be an indiscrete 
bornological set S (the whole S is bounded), then all spaces in sight reduce 
to the Banach spaces of Lemma 4 corresponding to them and 4 is an inver- 
tible bounded linear operator by (4a). The only part of Lemma 4 which 
cannot be recovered in this way is the requirement that 4 and its inverse have 
unit norm. This is very quick to verify directly. 
We are now ready for the main result. 
REPRESENTATION THEOREM 5. Thefunction 
@: [L,(X,A),B]- IAM(K 
characterized by the formula t(a . x,) = j, @(t)(a),&) dp(s) where 
t E [L,(X, A), B], a E A, P E 9, .Y’ E Kti~, underlies a canonical 
isomorphism in .%‘~H, natural in A and B. 
Proof. We will mainly appeal to Lemma 1 by using Lemmas 2,3,4. Note 
that 4: [F(9, A), B] -+ [A, G(9, B)] as defined in Lemma 4 gives an 
isomorphism, natural in A and B since we have F(.Y, -) = E,(.Y”, -) and 
G(.P -) = E,(,9, -). The naturality of 4 in 9 follows by direct verification 
(it cannot also be inferred from Lemma 4 because .P varies in F~;I, not in 
.%t ). We can now apply Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 to obtain the canonical 
isomorphism between the two spaces in Theorem 5 and all that remains is to 
show that @ is in fact this canonical isomorphism. For this purpose (and 
also to clarify the whole situation) we consider the following commutative 
diagram. 
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A 
inp 




wx B) - ha E,(.P, B) - B 
PrP 
Here in, and pr, are canonical injections and projections, respectively; 
C,(S,E) and %,(S,E) being a coproduct and product in S’LZB of S copies 
of E. A given morphism t induces by the universal properties of colimits and 
limits a corresponding morphism Q(t) and vice versa. Chasing a E A around 
the diagram, we obtain the equations t ~j,~ o inp(a) = t o j,(a . xP) = 
t(a .~,/,u(P)) and in the other direction pr, o h ?‘o @(t)(a) = 
1, @(t)(a),,(s) &(s)/,@); the formula stated in Theorem 5 follows at 
once. I 
Note that in the special case A = K we have @(t)(a) = a . m(t) for some 
m(t) in M(X, B) and so the representation formula reduces to 
t(a - x,> = lx m(t).,(s) * a . x,(s) 44s). (64 
In case B has the Radon-Nikodym property, we would also have, by the 
classical theorem [ 1, Chap. III], 
t(a * x,) = Jx g(t)(s) * a * XAS) dP(S), (6b) 
where g(t) is the representing function (the action of t on any f E L,(X) is of 
course uniquely determined by its action on the very simple functions a . xP 
via closed linear extension). On comparing the fomulas (6a) and (6b) we 
note that when B has the Radon-Nikodym property, a single function g(t) 
can do the representing job while in the general case a whole net of functions 
is needed, namely the martingale m(t). In this connection we have the 
following fact. 
PROPOSITION 6. There is a canonical embedding of L,(X, B) into 
WC A 1. 
Proof: Define for each tessellation 9 the morphism k?: L,(X, B) -+ 
em(9, B) by putting kY(g)(P) = J”, g dp/p(P). This gives a natural source 
for G(-, B). Thus there is an induced morphism k: L,(X, B) + M(X, B). 
Clearly k(g) is just the constant net g,?= g for all .P. Now 1 k(g)/ = 
SUP~~,~ jS 1 g( dp/p(S) = inf, SU~~.~\~ ( g(x)1 = ] g], (where S and Z satisfy 
p(S) > 0, p(Z) = 0). Thus the norm in L,(X, B) is induced by the norm of 
M(X, B). 1 
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Since L,(X, B) is known to provide an isometric linear representation 
precisely when B has the Radon-Nikodym property [ 1 J, it follows that for 
such B we must have L,(X,B) ‘v M(X,B). This adds one more charac- 
terization of the Radon-Nikodym property to a total of about 20 known 
characterizations [ 11. 
SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
Let us conclude this paper by indicating some of the more immediate 
consequences of Theorem 5. 
Naturality of the isomorphism in Theorem 5 implies that L ,(X, -) is a 
$‘a~ -enriched left adjoint of M(X, -). By applying the criterion for enriched 
adjunctions of Kelly [4] and its dual, it follows that these two functors must 
respectively preserve tensors and cotensors over .$xz+z. Hence we have at 
once the following two nice facts, the first of which is of course a well-known 
one. 
COROLLARY 7. There are canonical natural isomorphisms 
L,(X,A@B)-L,(X,A)OB 
[A M(X, B)] = M(X, [A, B]). I 
Diestel and Uhl [ 1 ] describes the relationship between the Riesz represen- 
tation and Radon-Nikodym theorems as essentially formal: each implies the 
other by way of translating one set of conditions to another. Having now 
generalized one of these theorems, it is thus only to be expected that one 
could use it to generalize the other one too. 
GENERALIZED RADON-NIKODYM THEOREM 8. Let B be an arbitrary 
Banach space. If G: .9’/‘ -+ B is a p-continuous measure of bounded variation, 
then there exists a martingale (g,,) YEFeO of functions in L,(X, B) such that 
for every S E .Y we have G(S) = is g,, dp for all .P with S E cr.“. 
The proof is so similar to that given for [ 1. Theorem 111.1.51 that it is not 
worth further exposition. One has mainly to replace every appeal to the 
Riesz representation in the cited proof by an appeal to Theorem 5; in 
particular, the functions g,, g E L,(X, B) occurring in that proof become 
replaced with similarly labelled martingales. 
Theorem 5 extends to the u-finite case and beyond as follows. 
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COROLLARY 9. Suppose the measure space Y is a pairwise disjoint union 
of jlnite measure spaces Xi (i E I). Then 
where M( Y, B) denotes the product of the M(X,, B). 
Proof: In Lemma 1, let ~&AZ be the discrete category formed by the 
measure spaces Xi (i.e. only identity morphisms) and put F(X,, A) A 
L,(Xi, A), G(Xi, B) = M(X,, B). By Theorem 5 these functors satisfy the 
requirements of Lemma 1 and we observe that L ,(Y, A) is the coproduct in 
,%‘a+~ of the spaces L,(Xi, A), i.e., it is the limit in 9an * of F(-, A). i 
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